MARLIN .22

The Drop - In Full Auto
Conversion

The drop-in conversion kit is primarily designed to convert any of the Marlin or Glenfield self-loaders with detachable magazines to fire straight full auto with a minimal amount of work while using most of the original components. This conversion procedure is best suited for those who just want their basic rifle or takedown carbine to fire full auto. The straight full-auto conversion technique simply requires the drilling of the two small holes at the rear of the bolt to install the filler for open-bolt firing. To recover to the original factory closed-bolt system, the two pins that retain the rear filler are simply pushed out and the filler removed from the bolt to allow the clearance for the pivoting hammer.

To complement the "open-bolt" firing system, a new sear that will be engaged with the bolt filler notch (cocking shoulder) must be built. To ensure a quick change from original closed bolt (semiautomatic) to open bolt (full auto), a pair of right-hand-sideplates' magazine guides complete with ejector and recoil buffer must be purchased. When the plates are purchased, it must be specified that the older sideplates without the hold-open device are desired. These parts are twice as thick as the new plates and contain no riveted components (the left-hand plate has the built-in disconnector and riveted pins). The full-auto sear comes complete with its own housing and spring assembly. The preassembled full-auto sear mechanism is simply inserted between the two sideplates, which we will call the "main module." The module contains the magazine housing and ejector assembly. The rear portion of the auto sear housing is now the base of the recoil buffer. The pin that secures the buffer to the main module also retains the auto sear housing at the rear. The front section of the auto sear housing is secured at the front by a separate larger diameter pin.

This is the complete drop-in full-auto conversion kit that can be quickly substituted with the separate factory trigger group anytime the user wants to use a full-size rifle or carbine in full-auto mode after installing the filler plate at the rear of the bolt.

The original trigger and push-button safety are retained. This makes the conversion process visually undetectable until the bolt is cocked in the open-bolt position and fired at a rate of 1,500 to 1,700 rounds per minute (RPM). This is a deadly surprise that the bad guys don’t want you to have.

CAUTION: A loaded magazine must never be inserted into the converted gun until the gun is ready to be shot. The safety will block the trigger; the bolt may pick up a round from the magazine and fire when the cocking handle is accidentally activated just enough to clear the rear of the magazine to strip a round but fails to engage the sear.
ASSEMBLY, FULL AUTO SUB-GROUP

"DROP IN" FULL AUTO CONVERSION KIT
NOTE: SAME MODIFICATION & PARTS REQUIRED FOR MACHINEPISTOL BOLT ASSEMBLY.

BOLT MODIFICATION

SHADED AREA CAN BE FILED OFF GRADUALLY IF SEAR IS NOT CATCHING THIS PART DURING LOCKING.

REAR FILLER PIN

MATERIAL: DRILL ROD OR ROLL PIN
2 REQUIRED

BOLT REAR FILLER